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Abstract

We investigate numerically the dynamics of a single polymer in a linear shear flow. The effects of thermal fluctuations and
randomly fluctuating velocity gradients are both analyzed. Angular, elongation and tumbling time statistics are measured nu-
merically. We perform analytical calculations and numerical simulations for a linear single-dumbbell polymer model comparing
the results with previous theoretical and experimental studies. For thermally driven polymers the balance between relaxation
and thermal fluctuations plays a fundamental role, whereas for random velocity gradients the ratio between the intensity of the
random part and the mean shear is the most relevant quantity. In the low-noise limit, many universal aspects of the motion of a
polymer in a shear flow can be understood in this simplified framework.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Thanks to recent improvements in experimental techniques it is nowadays possible to follow the motion of
individual molecules in solvents[1–9]. The characterization of polymer dynamics at the level of a single molecule
is a first step towards the understanding of mechanical interactions between biomolecules (see, e.g.[10–17]), of
the fundamental rheology of polymer solutions, and of the viscoelastic properties of more complex flows (see, for
example[18], and references therein for elastic turbulence).

Recently measurements of elongation and orientation with respect to simple external flows have been per-
formed[7,9] in order to analyze how the conformation of a single molecule can be modified by an external field.
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As the number of degrees of freedom needed to fully describe a macromolecule is extremely high it is necessary to
formulate theoretical models, to verify them with numerical simulations, to simplify the problem , and to understand
which observables play a key role.

Large numbers of papers have been written on the subject of single polymer dynamics in shear flows
from experimental, numerical and theoretical viewpoint by Chu, Larson, Shaqfeh and their respective colla-
borators.

A polymer molecule in a plane, linear, steady shear flow is oriented in the flow direction by the velocity field.
As the rotational motion of the polymer is determined only by the velocity difference in the space points, when it
is aligned along the shear direction the external flow effect becomes negligible, and the thermal noise is the most
relevant external force. Thermal fluctuations can push the polymer to regions where the external flow is relevant
again. In these cases the shear flow can induce a fast rotation and align the polymer again along the (reverse) flow
direction, i.e. the polymer tumbles[21,3,4,8,9,7].

This phenomenon can happen via several conformational pathways due to the complexity of the motion of a
polymer molecule (see, for example[8,9]), and can be fully described only by taking into account all the degrees
of freedom of the polymer. Unfortunately in the framework of these complex polymer models it is very difficult to
obtain analytical results.

The main goal of our paper is to test numerically the predictions of recent theoretical and experimental stud-
ies[20,7]in a framework in which analytical results can be obtained[23], and to analyze the statistics of the tumbling
times, i.e. the time between two subsequent flips of the polymer[21,3,7]. The simplest model that reproduces qual-
itatively the behavior of polymers is the dumbbell model[22]. This model allows one to carry out some analytical
calculations in the case which we analyze[19,20,24,23], it is very easy and fast to simulate numerically (see Setion
2 and[25]) and reproduces qualitatively recent experimental results[3,7].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section2, the evolution equation of the polymer and the numerical methods
are briefly explained. Section3 is devoted to the analysis of the statistics of thermal fluctuations of a flexible polymer
placed into a linear shear flow. In our work we present the analysis of the stationary distribution of the polymer
end-to-end vector and we study the distribution function of the polymer tumbling time, which can be measured
experimentally. In Section4, we study the angular dynamics of strongly elongated polymers, for which the size
fluctuations are negligible. Finally, in Section5, we study the elongation statistical properties of the end-to-end
vector in a random flow with a large mean shear.

2. Basic relations and numerical analysis

We wish to analyze the behavior of a polymer in a generic simple shear flow experiencing the Langevin force[19].
In general there are two effects of the velocity field on a polymer molecule: the Lagrangian advection of the polymer
and the elongation/relaxation dynamics due to velocity gradients. In all the cases discussed in this paper we disregard
the Lagrangian dynamics by staying in the reference frame of the polymer center of mass. For the internal degrees
of freedom of the polymer we use the simple dumbbell model[22], leaving the analysis of more realistic models
for future studies[26]. In this case the basic equation describing the evolution of the polymer end-to-end vectorR

has the following form:

Ṙi = σijRj − γRi +
√

2γR2
0

3
ξi, (1)

whereσij = ∂jvi is the velocity gradient matrix,γ the polymer relaxation rate,ξ the thermal noise term, which
has white-noise statistics:〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = δijδ(t − t′), andR0 is the equilibrium length in the absence of an external
field.
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For incompressible flows there is no ambiguity in the discretization of the stochastic differential equation(1),
and no additional contact term must be taken into account, so we resort to the Euler–Itô scheme without any loss of
generality.

When the gradientσ contains only a steady linear shear contribution we can write down the formal solution of
(1) as:

Ṙi(t) = Ri(0)e−γt + e−γt

∫ t

0
eγt′sij Rj(t

′)δixδjy dt′ − γe−γt

∫ t

0
eγt′Ri(t

′) dt′ +
√

2γR2
0

3
e−γt

∫ t

0
eγt′ξi(t

′) dt′.

(2)

This equation can be discretized, and the terms containing the thermal noise can be rewritten as new gaussian
variables with amplitudes that can be computed directly, so that the final solution reads:

Rk+1
x = Rk

xe−γ�t +
√

R2
0

3
(1 − e−2γ�t)ηk

x + s�te−γ�tRk
y + s

R0√
3
ηk

y

×
√[

1

2γ2 (1 − e−2γ�t) − 1

γ
�te−2γ�t − �t2e−2γ�t

]
(3)

Rk+1
i = Rk

i e−γ�t +
√

R2
0

3
(1 − e−2γ�t)ηk

i , i = y, z (4)

where〈ηk
i η

l
j〉 = δijδ

kl. The subscripts stand for the cartesian coordinates while the superscripts stand for the dis-
cretized time. As expected in the limit�t → 0 there is no contribution ofηy in the first equation and the amplitudes
are the same as in Eq.(1).

In the case of a random velocity gradient,wij, we have to generate the variableswk
ij such that they have the

prescribed correlation function:

〈σij(t)σkl(t
′)〉 = Dδ(t − t′)(4δikδjl − δilδkj − δijδkl), (5)

where again the Dirac delta function is substituted by a Kronecker symbol. In this case the modulus of the vector
R grows indefinitely so that we can normalize it at each time step. In order to describe the elongation properties we
can compute the maximum Lyapunov exponentλ and the corresponding finite time Lyapunov exponentλT [27].

3. Thermally driven polymers

In this section we will examine the case of a linear steady shear flow in the planeXY : σij = sδixδjy, wheres is
the shear rate. Eq.(1) has an explicit solution of the following form:

Ri(t) = exp(−γt)Wij(t)Rj(0) +
∫ t

0
dt′ exp[−γ(t − t′)]Wij(t − t′)ξj(t

′), (6)

whereW(t) = exp(tσ). At large times the initial polymer elongation is forgotten and after averaging over the thermal
fluctuationsξ one can easily obtain the following distribution function:

P(R) = (2π)−3/2(detI)−1/2 exp

[
−1

2
RTI−1R

]
(7)
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Fig. 1. Schematic figure explaining polymer orientation geometry.

I = 2γR2
0

3

∫ ∞

0
exp(−2γt)W(t)WT(t). (8)

The probability density function (PDF)(7) is valid for any velocity gradient. In the particular case of a steady shear
flow in theXY plane, as shown inFig. 1, the matrices can be found explicitly:

W(t) =




1 st 0

0 1 0

0 0 1


 , I = R2

0

3




1 + s2

2γ2

s

2γ
0

s

2γ
1 0

0 0 1


 , (9)

where the axis are sorted in the orderX–Z. One can see that for large Weissenberg numbersWi = s/γ � 1, the
mean polymer elongation in theX-direction is much larger than in transversal directions.

3.1. Elongation PDF

The PDF of elongation can be easily computed from(7): the elongation in they- andz-direction are independent
of Wi and the two marginal PDFs are gaussian with zero mean value and variance〈R2

y〉 = 〈R2
z〉 = R2

0/3, while in

the mean flow direction the variance is〈R2
x〉 = (R2

0/3)
(
1 + (1/2)Wi2

)
(Fig. 2).

The distribution function ofR cannot be obtained analytically for an arbitrary value ofWi, but one can study its
behavior in two limiting cases. ForWi 	 1 the effect of the shear flow can be neglected, and we have the simple
thermally driven polymer with linear relaxation force. The distribution function of its elongation has a simple
gaussian form[22]:

P(R) =
√

2

π

R2

R3
0

exp

[
− R2

2R2
0

]
. (10)

In the opposite caseWi � 1 the system is strongly anisotropic and the main contribution to the polymer elongation
comes from theX component. This fact allows one to obtain the right tail of the elongation PDF. ForR � R0 one
has

P(R) =
√

12

π(2 + Wi2)

1

R0
exp

[
− 3R2

(2 + Wi2)R2
0

]
. (11)
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Fig. 2. The PDF of the modulus of the end-to-end vectorR for differentWi numbers. While forWi = 0 the PDF is concentrated around the
radius of equilibrium, for higher values ofWi it is broader and the high elongation configurations become more and more probable.

3.2. Angular PDF

Next we are interested in the orientation of the polymer. The angular distribution function will allow us to show
that for largeWi the polymer spends most of the time aligned to theX-axis, while forWi 	 1 the orientation
distribution is almost isotropic. In order to parameterize the orientation of the polymer we introduce the anglesφ

andθ as shown inFig. 1. The angleφ represents the deviation of the polymer end-to-end vector from theX-axis in
the shear velocity planeXY while the angleθ gives us the polymer deviation in the transversal directionZ. Switching
to spherical coordinates we haveRx = R cosθ cosφ, Ry = R cosθ sinφ, Rz = R sinθ. After integrating over the
polymer elongation in Eq.(7) one immediately obtains the angular PDF:

P(φ, θ) ∝ cosθ

{1 − (cos2 θ/(4 + Wi2))[Wi2 cos(2φ) + 2Wi sin(2φ)]}3/2 . (12)

The calculation of the two marginal PDFs is not possible in general, and we have to integrate Eq.(12)numerically
(Figs. 3(a) and 4).

As one can see inFig. 4, the PDF ofθ decays as a power law (asymptoticallyP(θ) ∼ θ−2 in the regionφt 	
θ 	 1), and is symmetric aboutθ = 0. The higher the value ofWi, the wider is the power law region.

In principle, if the polymer tumbles in the shear plane, we should consider a time-dependent PDF ofφ on a
unbounded domain. However, if we considerφ to be between 0 and 2π one arrives at a stationary PDF, peaked in

Fig. 3. The PDF of the angleφ. (a) The analytic PDF is the numerical integration of(12), while the dots come from the numerical simulations.
(b) The amplitude of the PDF’s peakφt as a function ofWi.
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Fig. 4. The PDF of the angleθ is symmetric with respect toθ = 0 and can be described by a power law relationship over a wide range of values
of θ.

the regionsφ = kπ + φt, k = 0–2 (Fig. 3(a)), whereφt ∼ 1/Wi as shown inFig. 3(b). In the region whereφ � φt

we haveP(φ) ∼ sin−2 φ.
The angular PDFs tell us that any fluctuations inθ are not relevant to the tumbling dynamics, and that for the

angleθ there is no relevant scale. The fact that increasingWi the power law region becomes wider and wider means
that when the shear is much stronger than the relaxation the polymer is nearly aligned with theX-axis. The PDF of
the angleφ expresses the fact that the polymer spends most of the time in the vicinity ofφ = 0, φ = π, φ = 2π.
The polymer is aligned in theX-direction as a result of the shear flow, it fluctuates for a certain time in the region
φ ∼ φt , where the shape effects are strong. When thermally activated it goes beyond the regionφ � φt and the shear
becomes more important and induces a fast rotation of�φ � π or multiples thereof, that is the polymer tumbles.

3.3. Tumbling time distributions

In the previous two sections we have studied the stationary distribution functions which can be measured ex-
perimentally by averaging the polymer elongation and orientation over large time periods. However, as described
in the introduction and in[20,23] the dynamics of the polymer is non-stationary, due to continuous tumbling. The
natural question which arises is whether there are some quantities, which would allow experimental observation
and quantitative description of the tumbling process. In the recent papers by Chu et al.[3,5], the different time
correlation functions of the polymer elongation were studied, and it has been shown that they can have different
forms in the presence of shear. Here we introduce the tumbling time, which can be measured experimentally[7]
and used to describe the tumbling process. As described above the most striking difference between the tumbling
dynamics of the polymer in a shear flow and spinning in a rotational flow is the a-periodicity of the tumbling process.
Due to the stochastic nature of tumbling, the tumbling time, i.e. time between subsequent flips of the polymer, is a
random variable with relatively large fluctuations. Our task is now to study the distribution function of the tumbling
time and to give some theoretical and numerical predictions of its dependence on the Weissenberg number (Fig. 5.).

In the case of the dumbbell model, we can define tumbling as a flip of the polymer induced by the thermal noise.
When the polymer is in an unstable equilibrium configurationφ = kπ, k = 0–2 the thermal noise can bring the
polymer out of the regionφ ∼ φt , and this induces a fast rotation which takes a time of the order ofs−1. We define
the tumbling timeτφ as the interval between two subsequent flips. This is typically the time between subsequent
crossings of the linesφ = (k + 1/2)π. ForWi � 1, as shown in the previous section (seeFig. 3(a)), the polymer
spends only a small fraction of the total time far from the shear direction, and therefore the exact value of the angular
threshold defining the tumbling time is not very important. Indeed this time is made up of two contributions: the
time spent in the regionφ ∼ φt and the duration of the rotation of orders−1. The latter can be neglected for large
Wi.
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Fig. 5. The two different tumbling time PDFs. (a) The elongation-based tumbling time PDF. (b) The angle-based tumbling time PDF.

Experimental techniques do not always allow the polymer orientation angleφ to be resolved and therefore it is
convenient to introduce another definition of the tumbling time (τR). This quantity measures the interval between
subsequent changes between stretched and coiled polymer conformations. In other words, we start measuring when
the length of the polymer exceeds a certain threshold value and we stop when it again becomes smaller than this
threshold value.

While τφ is the most natural definition it can be difficult to measure experimentally. On the other hand, the PDF
of τR depends in a non-universal way on the threshold, but experimental techniques allows it to be measured when
the polymer is sufficiently stretched.

In order to analyze the behavior of the tumbling time PDFs at large Weissenberg numbers we should analyze
the dynamics of the polymer elongation projected onto theX-axis (Rx). Indeed, the angle-based tumbling timeτφ

measures the time intervals between subsequent events whenRx = 0, while the elongation based tumbling timeτR

corresponds to the time intervals between crossings of a threshold valueRx = RTH. In order to find how the shape
of the tumbling time PDF changes with increasingWi number, we can rescale the time and the polymer size in the
following way:Rx = xR0Wi, Ry = yR0, t = γ−1τ, which leads to the following equations:

ẋ = −x + y (13)

ẏ = −y +
√

2

3
ζy (14)

〈ζy(0)ζy(τ)〉 = δ(τ). (15)

In Eq.(13), we have omitted the term corresponding toξx because it is negligible in the large Weissenberg number
regime compared to the other terms. Note that these equations do not depend on the Weissenberg number, and it
enters the problem only through the thresholdRTH. In our simulations we chooseRTH =

√
3〈R2〉 ∝ R0Wi, so that

in the dimensionless variables we havexTH = 1/
√

2 which does not depend on Weissenberg number either. From
this analysis we conclude that the tumbling time PDF at large Weissenberg numbers approaches some universal
form: its peak is positioned at characteristic time scale of orderγ−1, and asγ increases the peak moves towards
the origin. The problem of finding the exact form of this function is equivalent to the problem of finding the
PDF of persistence times of a non-Markovian random processx(τ). This problem has recently attracted a lot
of attention (see, e.g. ref.[28]), however no explicit solution is known for a general random process. Still it is
possible to make some predictions on the PDF: the right tail of the PDFτR, τφ � γ−1 is exponential and has the
form P(τR) ∝ exp [−cRγτR], P(τφ) ∝ exp [−cφγτφ] because large tumbling times correspond to a large number
γτ � 1 of unsuccessful attempts to cross the threshold. The correlation time of our stochastic processRx(t) is of
orderγ−1, and therefore these attempts to cross the threshold are almost independent, and one should take the
product of their probabilities, which leads to the above exponential laws. Both the PDFs ofτφ andτR are not well
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defined forτφ ∼ 0, τR ∼ 0 since they are sensitive to brownian noise discretization: it is possible to tumble very
rapidly when the polymer is coiled, and this is why the probability of measuring a tumbling time much smaller than
s−1 is not zero. Both the tumbling time definitions do not work very well in the case of smallWi experimentally
because of the high resolution needed, and numerically because of the discretization procedure.

4. Strongly elongated and rigid molecules

Another physical situation we are interested in is the dynamics of strongly elongated polymers in random flows.
In this model, described in detail in[20,24,23], the polymer is placed into a random flow above the coil-stretch
transition, where the effect of the thermal fluctuations can be neglected. In this case the orientational dynamics of
the polymer are decoupled from the evolution of the elongation, so that we can introduce the unit vectorni = Ri/R,
obeying the following evolution equation:

ṅi = nj(δik − nink)∇jvk. (16)

The velocity gradient consists of a regular shear part (as in the previous section), and an isotropic incompressible
random part. The polymer size in the experiments is always much smaller than the characteristic viscous scale of
the velocity field which allows us to assume smoothness of the velocity field. We will also assume short-correlated
velocity field which corresponds to the so called Kraichnan–Batchelor model, which has been extensively studied
in recent years[29]. In the framework of this model the velocity gradient matrixσij = ∇jvi in the Lagrangian frame
is described by a gaussian process with the following pair-correlation function[30]:

〈σij(t)σkl(t
′)〉 = Dδ(t − t′)(4δikδjl − δilδkj − δijδkl) , (17)

whereσij is the gradient matrix of the random velocity component. Using the same notations as in the previous
sections one arrives at the following dynamical equation for the angles:

φ̇ = −s sin2 φ + ξφ, (18)

θ̇ = −s
sin(2φ)

2
sinθ cosθ + ξθ, (19)

whereξφ andξθ are zero mean random variables related to the fluctuating components of the velocity gradient. The
statistics of bothξφ andξθ can be obtained from the correlation function(17):

〈ξθ(t)ξθ(t′)〉 = 4Dδ(t − t′) (20)

〈ξφ(t)ξφ(t′)〉 = 4D

cos2 θ
δ(t − t′). (21)

Note that the measure of configurations withθ ∼ π/2 is small, thus making the formal singularity in Eq.(21)
not essential. From Eq.(18) it turns out that the polymer experiences constant a-periodic tumbling in theXY

plane[20,24,23].

4.1. Stationary angular PDF

From a dimensional analysis it can be shown that fors 	 D the characteristic values of the anglesφ, θ will be of
order (D/s)1/3 	 1. In this region one can set cosθ = 1 in the expression(21)so that Eq.(18)becomes completely
independent ofθ. Hence in this limit one derives:

Pst(ϕ) = ω

D

∫ ∞

0
dφ exp

[
− s

8D
φ(φ − 2ϕ)2 − sφ3

24D

]
, (22)
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Fig. 6. The functionU(x), wherex = tanθ/ sinφ.

whereω is the mean rotation frequency of the polymer, which is determined from the normalization condition∫ π

0 Pst(φ) dφ = 1 and is given by

ω = (Ds2)1/3

4 × 31/6Γ (7/6)
√

π
. (23)

The explicit form of the joint angular PDF is hard to compute analytically. However, one can obtain the expression
for the tails of the PDFφ, θ � (D/s)1/3 [24,19]:

P(φ, θ) = U(tanθ/ sinφ)

sin3 φ cos2 θ
, (24)

whereU(x) is an unknown function with an universal argument. Numerical simulations confirms this prediction, as
shown inFig. 6.

The two marginal PDFs obtained by numerical simulations show a behavior similar to that of thermally driven
polymers. Also the phenomenology of the systems are similar, but now all the quantities depend on the ratio
between the amplitude of the random velocity gradient and the mean shear. The PDF of the angleφ has peaks at
φ ∼ φt + kπ, k = 0–2, whereφt ∼ (D/s)1/3 and the PDF ofθ has an algebraic coreP(θ) ∼ θ−2 for (D/s) 	 1 (see
Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. The PDF of the angleφ. (a) The agreement between the PDF and sin−2 φ is good in the regionφ � φt + kπ, k = 0–2. (b) The behavior
of φt as a function ofD/s, with the dotted line shown as a guide only.
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Fig. 8. The PDF of the angleθ. (a) The PDF of the angleθ is symmetric with respect toθ = 0 and can be expressed by a power law in a wide
range ofθ. (b) The power law for the core regionφ ∼ 0. For this casey ∼ 3.

In the stochastic region|φ| � φt the tails of theθ-angle PDFP(θ) are also algebraicP(φ = 0, θ) ∝ θ−y, but the
exponenty is non-universal and depends on the statistical properties of the random velocity gradient (seeFig. 8). It
has been shown in[23] that a simple relation exists between the exponenty and the entropy Cram̀er functionS(x)
of the Lyapunov exponent of the system (see Section5). For the non-universal exponenty the relationy = S′(x)
holds, wherex is the solution of the equationxS′(x) = S(x). Numerical simulations show that in the case of an
isotropic, short correlated, random velocity, the value of the exponent is approximatelyy ≈ 3, as shown inFig. 8.
This implies that it is subdominant on the background of theθ−2 tail coming from the regular dynamics region
|φ| � φt . However, in the general case of a finite-correlated and non-gaussian velocity field, one can imagine a
situation where the non-universal exponenty becomes smaller than the universal oney < 2, and in this case the
θ-angle distribution becomes non-universal.

4.2. Tumbling time distribution

For rigid polymers with a fixed size the tumbling time can be defined only through the angular dynamics and
therefore we will refer only toτφ. The evolution time of this system isτt ∼ (sφt)−1 so we expect that both the width
and the maximum of the tumbling time distribution areτt . The tails are related to the probability of passing (clock-
wise) the angleφt after a large amount of independent attempts, and can be estimated asP(τ) ∼ e−E(Ds2)1/3τ [20].
In [23], it has been shown that the constantE is connected with the ground state energy value of a one-dimensional
quantum-mechanical system and can be estimated with simple numerical analysis (E � 0.45). It is possible to
analyze the left tail of the tumbling time PDF:

p(τ) ∝ exp

[
−2K4(1/2)

3Ds2τ3

]
, s−1 	 τ 	 (Ds2)−1/3, (25)

whereK(x) is an elliptical integral of the first kind, and also to give an exact expression for the tailτ 	 s−1 of the
PDF. For large values ofs/D this tail can be barely observed experimentally or numerically, and the structure of
the tail strongly depends on the statistics of the chaotic flow, and is therefore non-universal (seeFig. 9).

5. Polymer elongation in chaotic flows

In this final section we will study elongation statistics of the polymer in the case of random velocity plus mean
shear. The polymer is not strongly elongated and can be treated as a linear dumbbell, as in Section3. Such a situation
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Fig. 9. The PDF of the tumbling timeτ. (a) The exponential tail of the PDF. (b) The behavior ofτt as a function ofs2D.

corresponds to a flexible polymer in a chaotic flow below the coil-stretch transition[31]. Formally, this is the case
when the maximum Lyapunov exponent is smaller than the inverse relaxation timeλ < γ, where the Lyapunov
exponent is the rate of divergence or convergence of two neighboring trajectories.

The equation governing the system is again Eq.(1) where the gradient of the velocity is decomposed into a
regular shear part and a chaotic part. We can switch to spherical coordinates obtaining an evolution equation for the
angles (as in Eqs.(18) and (19)) and an evolution equation for the modulus of the elongation vector[24,23]:

∂t ln R = −γ + 1
2s cos2 θ sin 2φ + 6D + η, (26)

where in our model we assume〈η(t)η(t′)〉 = 2Dδ(t − t′). Dimensional arguments show that the Lyapunov exponent
should be proportional to (Ds2)1/3 (seeFig. 10).

In this situation the polymer spends most of the time in the coiled state, but rare events lead to a large polymer
stretching, when the flow becomes strong enough. It can be shown, that the right tails of polymer elongation PDF
have the algebraic formP(R) ∝ R−1−q [32,23], where the exponentq depends on the parameters of the system.
While in the thermal noise case the tails were Gaussian, here the probability of observing the polymer stretched
is strongly enhanced. The algebraic behavior of the tail can be easily explained: the probability of having a local
stretching rateλ > γ for a large timet decays exponentially witht, and during such events the polymer is stretched
by a factor which grows exponentially with the timet.

It has been shown in[32,23] that the exponentq is related with the Cram̀er function of the Lyapunov exponent
of the flow [29]. This function can be found explicitly only in few cases, hence the main aim of this section is to

Fig. 10. The behavior of the Lyapunov exponent as a function ofD/s.
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Fig. 11. The exponent of the elongation PDF as a function ofWi.

present numerical measurements of the Cramèr function and of the dependence of the exponentq on the Weissenberg
numberWiλ = λ/γ below the coil-stretch transition (i.e.Wiλ < 1). As shown in[23] the large deviation theory
predicts that for large averaging timesT � (Ds2)−1/3 ≡ τT the PDF of the Lyapunov exponent is:

P(λT ) ∼ exp

(
− T

τT

S(λT τT )

)
, T � τT , (27)

where the functionS(x) is the Cram̀er function. Note that for large but finite values ofT/τT the measured Cram̀er
function ST (x) = −(τT /T ) logPT (x/τT ) depends on the timeT, but the difference betweenST (x) and S(x) is
significant only in the region|x| � T/τT � 1. Therefore in order to calculate the core of the Cramèr function we
can use the finite time approximation. In our simulations we considered the ratioT/τT from 10 up to 280.

In order to connect the Cram̀er function with the exponentq in the elongation PDF we need to use the Legendre
transform (see refs.[32,23] for details):

S(x) − xS′(x) + γτT S′(x) = 0 (28)

q = S′(x). (29)

In [32,33], the behavior ofq in the case of zero mean shear has been computed, and the calculations leads to:

q = 2

∆
(γ − λ) , (30)

Fig. 12. The Cram̀er function for two different times.
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where∆ is the variance of the Lyapunov exponent distribution. In the case of Kraichnan field without mean shear
the ratio∆ is proportional toλ (see ref.[29] for details), so thatq becomes proportional toWi−1

λ − 1. In [34], the
case of shear turbulence has been analyzed and the scaling is the same as in Eq.(30).

The exponentq extracted from numerical simulations is plotted inFig. 11. The convergence of the Lyapunov
exponent, given by the Cram̀er function, is shown inFig. 12.

6. Conclusions

The tumbling phenomenon[21,3,20,7]has been studied in the framework of the linear dumbbell model, and
some universal features of this motion are derived and numerically verified.

Three different examples of polymers in a linear, steady, plane, shear flow have been studied: (i) a flexible
polymer experiencing thermal noise, (ii) a rigid polymer in a smooth random velocity gradient above the coil-
stretch transition[31,32,6]), and (iii) a flexible polymer in a smooth random velocity gradient below the coil-stretch
transition.

In all three cases, the polymer tumbles aperiodically and the probability density function of the time between
two successive tumbling events is exponential. While in the case of pure thermal noise, the typical tumbling time is
determined only by the relaxation process, in the cases of random velocity gradient, the typical rate of divergence
of two initially close lagrangian trajectories is the most important time scale.

The analysis of the statistics of orientation leads one to conclude that the phenomenology of these three situations
is very similar: in the plane formed by the polymer end-to-end vector and theZ-axis there are no relevant scales
and the polymer spends most of the time in the shear plane. In the shear plane, the dynamics is determined by the
balance between the shear and the thermal fluctuations. The majority of time is spent nearly aligned to the velocity
field. Aperiodically the shear induces a tumbling event.

The elongation dynamics is determined only by the balance between the relaxation and the stretching due to the
shear flow in the thermal noise case. In the other two cases stretching is determined by the presence of a positive
Lyapunov exponent. In the case below the coil-stretch transition the tail of the PDF can be determined by measuring
the statistics of the Lyapunov exponent.
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